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How Are Great Customer 
Experiences Created?
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Companies Known for a 
Stellar Customer Experience
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There is a common theme across these companies:



Source: CNBC interview, 19995

The First of Amazon’s 14 Leadership Principles is

Customer Obsession
“Leaders start with the customer and work backward.  They work vigorously to 
earn and keep customer trust.  Although leaders pay attention to competitors, 
they obsess over customers.”

Jeff Bezos says:
“If there’s one thing that Amazon.com is about, it’s 
obsessive attention to the customer end to end.”



The meaning of customer 
obsession is that all decisions 
and processes stem from the 
needs, desires and delight of 
the customers

Business definition
Obsession

Dictionary definition
The domination of one’s 
thoughts or feelings by a 
persistent idea or desire
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▻ Just treating people nicely
▻ Just being professional and courteous
▻ Just having clean facilities and nice 

waiting areas
▻ Just having managers ask “How are 

things going?”
▻ Just doing coached customer 

surveys
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What Customer Obsession is Not About
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Vision and leadership are needed to drive 
Customer Obsession

Source: Forrester Research

Structure The structure of the organization

Culture The shared values and beliefs 

that drive behavior

Talent Hiring, development, and 

retention practices

Metrics The strategic measurements 

that drive business decisions

Processes The ways people work and make 

decisions

Technology The systems and tools that enable 

processes

Six Levers of the Customer-Obsessed Operating Model 
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Some hallmarks of customer-obsessed 
companies
▻ They never stop thinking about how they can better understand 

their customers
▻ They spend more management time and energy on delighting 

current customers than acquiring new ones
▻ They obsess over every detail of the customer experience

▻ They use customer research and operational data to solve 
customer problems

▻ They continuously add value to and remove friction from the 
customer experience

▻ They build a passion for serving customers into their culture and 
they reinforce it with purposeful strategies and process

▻ They are always looking for ways to raise quality and increase 
consistency



Now, turning to automotive retail
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Typically, SSI scores are 
quite high.

But can we agree that 
high SSI scores are not a 
real indicator of actual 
customer perceptions?



Traditional industry research paints a rosy
picture about customer satisfaction
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Do we really believe 
72% of car buyers 
are h igh ly satisfied 
with the experience?

Source: Cox Automotive - Car Buyer Journey, January 2021

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

60%
61%

62%

60%

72%% of buyers highly satisfied with 
overall shopping experience



Source: YouGov National Car Buyer Survey (April 2021, n=1,213)

Choices:
Liked very much 

Liked somewhat

Neither liked nor disliked

Dislike somewhat

Disliked very much

Actually, only 20-30% of consumers 
very much like the car buying experience
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When asked to use one word that describes car 
buying, the majority of people say something 
negative, not positive

13 Source: YouGov National Car Buyer Survey (April 2022, n=970)

Survey question: If you had to describe the car purchasing/leasing process in just ONE word, what word 
would you use?

▻Negative

▻Positive
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15%

85%

Customer perception of car buying - %Negative / %Positive



Media coverage of car buying is largely negative
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Car dealers are raising prices. 
Automakers are pushing back. 
Consumers are stuck in between.

February 2022
Ford and GM have warned 
dealerships to stop selling vehicles 
above MSRP, but such markups are 
now pervasive across the industry 
amid supply shortages.

Why the automotive industry must 
fix the miserable buying experience

August 2021
The majority of the automotive 
industry is lagging behind in 
adapting to new digital demands 
compared to other sectors.

Waiting at dealership top pain 
point.

February 2022
Consumers want to spend less time 
buying a car. But transactions can be 
extended by inefficient car dealership 
processes and technology hang-ups.

Why buying a car is still such a 
miserable experience right now.

February 2022
The auto market is still reeling after the 
pandemic completely upended the 
balance of supply and demand and car 
buyers today continue to face fewer 
choices and much higher prices.

7 things not to do at a car dealership

August 2021
Car buying can be such a 
complicated process that knowing 
what not to do in the dealership 
might be even more important 
than knowing what to do.



So, what are the things that people 
most dislike about car buying?15



WAITING TIME IN DEALERSHIPS 
IS THE BIGGEST  PAIN POINT 

Source: YouGov Study of nationally representative sample of car buyers, n=978, April 2022

Survey question: Thinking back to the last time you purchased/leased a car. Which THREE of the following 
did you DISLIKE the most about the car purchasing/leasing process? Please select up to THREE.

Most disliked aspects of car buying
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Designing a better 
experience starts with 
asking customers 
what they want



WHEN ASKED TO DESIGN AN IDEAL CAR BUYING 
EXPERIENCE, THE MOST DESIRED ATTRIBUTES ARE 
SIMPLICITY, TRANSPARENCY, AND TIME EFFICIENCY.

Source: YouGov Survey, Nationally Representative Sample of Car Buyers, n=1220, April 2022

Survey question: Imagine you were able to design the car purchasing/leasing experience with a dealer that 
best meets your needs.  Which THREE of the following would be most important to include in the experience?
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▻Online-assisted in-store experience 

WHEN GIVEN A CHOICE, CONSUMERS, BY A 3:1 MARGIN, 
PREFER ONLINE ASSISTED IN-STORE CAR BUYING 
OVER A PURELY AMAZON STYLE EXPERIENCE

▻Amazon-style online only experience

74%

26%

Source: YouGov Survey, Nationally Representative Sample of Car Buyers, n=970, April 2022

If you had to choose, which method for 
car purchasing/leasing would you prefer?

A completely online, Amazon-style purchasing 
experience, including paperwork done online that 
eliminates the need to visit the dealership.

An online tool that helps me save time at the 
dealership by letting me select a car, get pricing and 
payment information and then start the paperwork 
process from home.  You’d have to finish the 
paperwork and pick up the vehicle at a dealership.



Giving customers what they want requires 
rethinking, retooling and restructuring the 
entire sales process from the ground up.
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There is only one way to fix the traditional 
time inefficient process

Traditional 
Model

Multiple people touch every 
deal, creating time sinks and 
awkward hand-offs

One-Person 
Model

One salesperson seamlessly 
handles the entire transaction
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In a One-Person Model, 
the salesperson 
seamlessly handles all 
the steps to the sale.

Vehicle 
Delivery

Steps to the Sale



Source: YouGov National Car Buyer Survey (April 2021, n=1,213; A2Z Sync/Schomp Buyer Group Survey (April 2021, n=464)

Choices:
Liked very much 

Liked somewhat

Neither liked nor disliked

Dislike somewhat

Disliked very much

CUSTOMERS ARE 2.5x MORE LIKELY TO LOVE THEIR 
CAR BUYING EXPERIENCE WITH ONE PERSON
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The voice of the dealer & customer: Why customers like 
a One-Person experience
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So, why isn’t One-Person Selling being 
more broadly embraced today?
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Traditional Objections
▻ Why change while profits are high?

▻ Worry that F&I income will drop

▻ Worry that F&I people will leave

▻ Worry that salespeople can’t handle 

the entire transaction

▻ Worry that too much change and 

work are required



The A2Z Sync SYSTEM
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positively affects MORE parts 
of the dealership’s financial 
statement than ANY other 
technology platform in the 
automotive industry



▻ Front-end PVR

▻ F&I PVR

▻ Sales and F&I expense as a 

percent of total gross profit

▻ Accessory sales
▻ Vendor expenses
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A2Z Sync provides a booster 
rocket for dealer profitability:



275

$4,250

$2,200

$1,168,750

$605,000

$1,773,750

$6,450

Typical Financial Results of One-Person Sales Model
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“Above the Line Improvements”

Monthly Volume (units)

Front-end PVR

F&I PVR

Monthly Front-end Gross Profit

Monthly F&I Gross Profit

Monthly Total Gross Profit

Total GP PVR

250

$4,000

$1,700

$1,000,000

$425,000

$1,425,000

$5,700

250

$4,250

$2,200

$1,062,500

$550,000

$1,612,500

$6,450

Six months before Six months after
Six months after

volume normalized

Increase in Monthly Total Gross Profit = $1,612,500 - $1,425,000 = $187,500



Typical Financial Results of One-Person Sales Model
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“Below the Line Improvements”
Monthly Volume (units)
Monthly Gross Profit
Sales productivity (units/person)
# Sales employees
# F&I employees
# Managers
# Loan Processors

250
$1,425,000

17
15
3
4
0

275
$1,773,750

21
13
0
4
4

Total Sales + F&I Comp as 
% of Gross Profit 

($75/90K) Sales employee comp
($175K) F&I employee comp
($150/180K) Manager comp
($60K) Loan processor comp
Total Sales F&I Comp

$112,500
$43,750
$60,000

0
$216,250

$97,500
0

$60,000
$20,000
$177,500

15.2% 10.0%

Total Cost Savings
(15.2-10) x $1,612,500

=$83,850



Dealers are proving their One-Person Sales Model
boosts F&I income
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Rich Altenhoff
VP of Sales Operations
Motor Werks Auto Group

Neb Yonas
Executive VP - Tucson
Chapman Automotive Group

Justin Hili
General Sales Manager
Paragon Acura



Sales Manager

Sales Person

• Responsible for entire transaction 

• New training creates new skills

• More fulfilling career

• Development path to management

• More capacity, more volume

• Higher pay

• Higher retention

• Real time view and
involvement in all deals

• Focus more on
coaching sales reps

• Role often filled by former F&I manager

• Retains F&I expertise in the store
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TRANSFORMING the Salesperson
and Manager Experience

Another benefit of One-Person selling is a better 
experience and career paths for salespeople and 
managers



Why salespeople and managers like One-Person selling
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From Online to In-Store                       
One Tab | One Screen | One Person

-Online 
On-ramp

Vehicle  
Selection

-VDP 

Desking

-Re-Desk
on the fly

Finance  
Approval

-Bank Selection AI

Product  
Presentation

-Custom Tailored 
Menu 

Digital  
Signing

-All Forms 
and 

Contracts

Delivery 
of

Vehicle

Online
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The Power of ONE
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A Simple, Intuitive, Efficient

SOFTWARE PLATFORM

Digital Retailing -
Customer  

Engagement

Digital Retailing -
Customer 

Engagement

InventoryDesking

Desking

Credit   
Approval

Product    
Presentation

Customized   
Menu

Contract
Signing
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3 key building blocks are needed to 
make the leap to One-Person Selling 

Enabling 
Technology

Implementation 
Plan

Pre- and Post-
Launch Training

Traditional 
Sales Model

Current 
State

One-Person 
Sales Model

Future 
State



Will YOU?

▻ Inventory will normalize – discounts 
will return

▻ Barbarians are at the gate
▻ Rising customer expectations

will rule
▻ OEMs investing in direct

to consumer sales,
EVs, and mobility
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Market Conditions Will Undoubtedly

EVOLVE
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“It’s supposed to be hard.  If it 
wasn’t hard, everyone would do it.  
The hard is what makes it great.”

Tom Hanks/Jimmy Dugan - A League of Their Own



Interested in learning more?
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Chip Perry

Chip@a2zsync.com

(404) 277-1945


